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Career summary 

 

 Since November 2014:  MEDICAL RESIDENT - UNICANCER, Paris. 

UNICANCER groups together 20 French Comprehensive Cancer Centers, which are private, 

non-profit establishments with a threefold mission of patient care, research and oncology 

teaching. I am working on the Patients’ Expectations Observatory: An unique and innovative 

initiative in France which aims to identify and prioritize the expectations of the patients and 

their relatives in order to adjust and improve the quality of services and care provided. We 

are currently doing a qualitative study to identify the expectations of the patients in terms of 

innovation and improvement of care. 

 

 Since June 2015: PRESIDENT - FOUNDER OF THE ASSOCIATION “TAMI (Taboo of 

miscarriage)” which I am using to realize my thesis’ project: One in three French women 

have a miscarriage in their life, and it can be a really traumatic experience. But still, most of 

these patients are taken care of medically, but not psychologically. And too often, these 

patients’ care is even mistreating. That is why I am first realizing a qualitative study to show 

that there is a real need for a change in this way of treating these women, and a real lack of 

support (and it concerns their husband/boyfriend… too). Then I’ll create, thanks to this 

association, after a fundraising campaign (led by myself), a program that will include a phone 

number (opened 7/7) answered by doctors and nurses, to provide direct support or be able 

to redirect the patient towards an hospital if needed, and a website (+ an app) (with a forum 

moderated by healthcare professionals, answers to a lot of questions these patients ask 

themselves without daring to ask and a list of the closest emergency rooms). 

 

 Since November 2014 : FUNDRAISER - EURONET (European Network of Medical 

Residents in Public Health). I am really engaged in this network as I believe that Europe 

(and moreover the whole world) is the future of medicine and I am working to develop a 

plateform to help the medical resident in public health share their work and idea, and create 

international work teams.  

 

 December 2014 – June 2015 : Organization of the 6th International Congress of pathography 

and of the exposition “Giving back a face to History” linked to the congress, in the Museum 

Aquarium of Nancy. Pathography is the medical study of dead historical bodies (such as Henri 

IV or Robespierre). It is one of my passions. I did the fundraising, the practical organization, 

the communication campaign and the financial management. 
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 December 2014 – April 2015 : BIOVISION (production manager and in charge of all the 

speakers), Lyon. I was, during the preparation, the one in charge of being in contact with all 

the speakers, answering their questions and preparing the debates with the facilitators. Then 

during the congress I was one of the production managers (doing the conductors etc…). 

 

 August  2014 – April 2015 : In charge of the marketing of the French Chess Federation and 

part of the marketing committee of the International Chess Federation 

 

 2012 – 2013: Organization of the French Chess championship 2013, Nancy. 2000 persons, 

15 days. I did the practical organization, part of the fundraising, and created “The Night of 

Chess”, a free event that I hosted myself and which attracted 5000 people, Place Stanislas 

(Nancy).  

 

 2011 –   2012 : FRANCE INTER – “Les jeunes dans la présidentielle” (radio show). 

During a year I worked on France Inter and did some interviews of politicians (such as 

former Prime Minister Michel Rocard) concerning the presidential elections of 2012. 

 

 2008 – 2013: President- Founder of the association “BU by Night” which aimed to enlarge 

the opening hours of the libraries, to allow access to equal work conditions to students.  

 

 2010 – 2012: ELECTED MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY 

HENRI POINCARE, Nancy. I worked in the financial commission and in the disciplinary 

commission.  

 

Qualifications 

  

 Languages  :  

 

English : fluent 

Italian : fluent 

German : intermediary 

French : Mother tongue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Education :  

 

Clinical skills: 2014 – 2019: Night shifts in the emergency room of La Pitié Salpetrière 

Hospital (Paris) 

2014 – 2019: DES of Public Health (State diploma of specialization in public health) : 

currently in my 7th year of medicine 

2014: Validation of the CSCT (Certification of clinical and therapeutical synthesis) and of 

the ECN (National competitive examination). 

2015 - 2016: Master’s degree of public health (University of Paris 11)  

2007: High school diploma (with upper honors) – Nancy 

 

Interests 
 

- Politics 

- Chess 

- Sport (at least 5h/week) 

- Travels (I love discovering news languages and cultures : I try to travel as much as I 

can) 

- Literature (Helping in the “Livre sur la place” (Nancy – the second biggest French 

book fair) as a volunteer, so I can meet the writers I admire and discover new books) 


